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On the Cover

The Vicuña which lives at 15,000 feet on the Andean plains in
Peru is a member of the Camelidae family and is often referred
to as “The Princess of the Andes.” During Inca rule, the silky
fleece obtained from the Vicuña was known as “The Fiber of
Gods” because only members of the royal family could own it.

This exceptional animal was unfortunately brought to the
brink of extinction some forty years ago due to indiscriminate
hunting. By the early 1960’s, the Vicuña population, which
had once numbered over one million, had been reduced to only
about 5000 and was facing extinction. At that time, the
Vicuña became a protected species and no hunting or shearing
was permitted by the Peruvian government. 

A consortium led by the Italian Textile Conglomerate Loro
Piana worked closely with the Peruvian government for the
next thirty years to save the species. 

These efforts were successful and today the Vicuña population
numbers approximately 200,000. In 1994, the Peruvian
government honored Loro Piana for its efforts by allowing the
consortium leading this effort, to begin legal shearing of these
rare Vicuña.

Photo Courtesy of Loro Piana (see pages 24 and 25)
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Introduction

In 2003, we began the NetJets LifestylesSM initiative to introduce NetJets® Owners to special
products and privileges from some of the world’s finest companies. Our idea was to help
make your life a little easier and more enjoyable, whether through superior amenities on 
the aircraft, access to unique events, or distinctive products and services you can enjoy at
home or at a destination. This holiday season, as an extension of this initiative, we have 
put together a Portfolio of some special items, many of which are one-of-a-kind, uniquely
designed, or being made available exclusively to NetJets Owners.  

Each company participating in the NetJets Lifestyles Portfolio is doing so at the invitation
of NetJets, and each is contributing a participation fee and a small commission on every
purchase. These fees cover the design and production costs of the Portfolio. NetJets has not
derived any benefit in kind – be it financial, business, marketing, or otherwise – from any 
of the participants and will not make any profit. If the combination of fees and commissions
generates a surplus, all excess funds will be donated to NetJets-designated charities. In
addition, there are two special items from two well known NetJets Owners which serve to
raise money for their special children’s charities.

The Portfolio has been designed entirely for you, and participation is solely at your discretion.
We have attempted to present an eclectic group of unusual and unique items with interesting
and informative descriptions on the product and the company heritage. We hope you will
enjoy reading about them. Each participating company has provided a special contact name,
telephone number, and email address to answer any questions you may have. None of these
companies have been given access to your personal information and none will have the
ability to contact you directly. Consistent with our Lifestyles program, any purchases you
choose to make will establish a separate and distinct relationship between you and the
company selling the product. Given that some of these items are unique, part of a limited
edition, or one-of-a-kind and have been specially reserved for NetJets Owners, we ask you
to provide your NetJets account number at the time of purchase. 

We sincerely hope you enjoy the NetJets Lifestyles Portfolio and wish you and your family
a wonderful holiday season.

 



Dior 

When Christian Dior set up his fashion house in 1946, he
was unanimously hailed as the designer who had brought a
new spirit to fashion. In the celebrated words of Carmel
Snow, Editor-in-Chief of Harper's Bazaar magazine, “It’s a
revolution, dear Christian, your dresses have such a new look...”

“Who said real should be boring?” asks Victoire de Castellane,
designer of Dior Fine Jewelry.

Inspired by Mr. Dior, his enchanted world of Haute Couture,
and her own colorful childhood, Victoire de Castellane is
now creating for Dior Fine Jewelry unique pieces that are
rich with imagination, elegance, and luxury.

Caresse des Iles Brooch

From the Caresse des Iles High Jewelry Collection, Dior
offers a one-of-a-kind brooch set in 750/1000 white gold with
diamonds, sapphires, and emeralds. Victoire de Castellane
found inspiration in the rustle of wings, an invitation to
travel… Feathery Jewels in the shimmering colors of the bird
of paradise taking flight. Love-at-first-sight for the precious
elegance of couture embroidery designed by Mr. Dior. The
dazzling sophistication of pattern, embroidered with diamonds,
emeralds and pink and blue sapphires. Also available in the
Caresse des Iles Collection are a matching ring and earrings. 

Price: $154,000

Contact

Lisa Levine
212.314.9467
llevine@diorus.com
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Yellowstone Club

Yellowstone Club is known as The World’s Only Private Ski
and Golf Community. It is the result of the vision and efforts of
Owners/Developers Tim and Edra Blixseth to build a family
retreat on their privately owned 13,400 acres of Montana
wilderness. This vision eventually grew into what is now a
year-round community, made up of like minded members from
across the country. To experience Yellowstone Club is the
ultimate opportunity to re-calibrate, unwind, and re-charge one’s
soul. The magnificence and boundless scale of Yellowstone
Club cannot be described – it must be experienced! 

Special Invitation to NetJets Owners

Access to Yellowstone Club is reserved exclusively for members
and guests of the Club. Tim and Edra Blixseth are pleased to
present NetJets Owners the opportunity to visit the club by
offering six special visit packages (subject to availability and
member only dates). Access to the club is easy by jet to Belgrade,
mt where you will arrive at NetJets’ new preferred fbo, the
Yellowstone Jet Center. Experience the Yellowstone Club for
three nights and four days in either the summer or the winter
and enjoy full membership privileges including lodging, golf, and
skiing. As special guests, all of your meals will be complimentary.

Summer in Montana is truly heaven on earth. Daylight hours
are long and the nights are cool. This is the time of year when
you’ll see why Montana is referred to as “Big Sky Country,”
and why many visitors and residents alike spend every possible
moment outside. Golfers will enjoy the lush fairways of the
Tom Weiskopf designed 18 hole Championship golf course set
against a backdrop of mountain peaks. Fishing in the Big Sky
area, known as the fly fishing capital of the United States, is
legendary. Enjoy hiking, biking, or simply relaxing by the pool.

Winter at Yellowstone Club is all about what members refer to
as Private Powder™. With thousands of ski-able acres, there’s
simply no place on earth quite like it. Members enjoy groomed,
untracked, or tree-lined terrain for every skill level. Over 40
trails are serviced by 9 lifts and offer a wide variety of skiing.
Stay in one of the ski-in-ski-out Club cabins on the
mountain and enjoy delicious meals at the adjacent Rainbow
Lodge or an exquisite lunch on the mountain. Explore the
slopes with a Mountain Guide or sharpen your technique in a
race clinic with former Olympian and world Pro Ski Champion
Hank Kashiwa.

Price: $7500 per couple

Contact

Hank Kashiwa
888.700.7748 extension 201
hkashiwa@ycemail.com 3 page 5
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Anichini

Think sublime style, unstinting details, old-world craftsman-
ship and the charm of classic lines and modern style - sensuous
textures and robust colors that dress your bed, your table,
your home, your life. This is the essence of Anichini, a
company founded two decades ago which has emerged to
become the most prestigious brand of luxury linens and home
textiles available. In an era where the word luxury is used far
too liberally, Anichini embodies the essence of a luxurious
lifestyle with textiles that are the ultimate in opulence and
craftsmanship.

Luxe Truffle

Think candlelight! Romance! Opulence! Sex appeal! This
collection embraces many of the unique elements of French
Deco design. Beyond chic, this is the ultimate decorative
bedding ensemble. The complete ensemble includes a quilted
brocaded headboard and matching tailored bedskirt in a
truffle/chocolate brown motif and a set of ultra luxe taupe
600 thread count Italian made Egyptian cotton sheets with
hem stitching with rich double French flanges. These
coordinate with the Egyptian cotton quilted coverlet and two
matching continental pillows. In addition, there is a 20 inch
velvet linen pillow with silk tassel fringe and an 18"x 26"
ivory wool crepe decorative pillow with chocolate velvet welt
finishing. These are cloaked with la pièce de résistance – a
full king or queen sized Canadian mink coverlet backed in a
walnut colored wool crepe with two matching mink continental
pillows. Limited edition of 10.

Price: Queen Ensemble $34,500
King Ensemble $36,500

Contact

Jeff Fowler
212.679.9540
jfowler@anichini.com



Fauchon 

Fauchon, the legendary French gourmet emporium in Paris,
was established by Auguste Fauchon, a grocer from Normandie
who began with a food cart on the Place de la Madeleine. A
year later, in 1886, he opened his own fine foods store
specializing in French products. A few years later, Fauchon
set up his confectioner’s shop and bakery, producing legendary
cakes and desserts such as the famous Directoire (rum plum-
cake) and Saint-Honoré. It was here that his chefs invented
the Megève, named for the famous ski resort and still sold in
Fauchon stores today. In 1898, the opening of Fauchon’s
Grand Salon de Thé was a memorable event and with it
came the introduction of the Five O’Clock Tea, known as the
French Tea – a Parisian institution that shocked the English.
Over the years, Fauchon grew to become the epitome of
luxury food. Its international reputation was spread by clintele
of the nearby grand hotels such as the Ritz which attracted
the fortunes of crowned heads from all over the world. 

La Crème de la Crème Treasure Chest

Fauchon, famous for its sumptuous gift baskets of assorted
gourmet specialties, has created the quintessential gourmet
gift especially for NetJets Owners. La Crème de la Crème
Treasure Chest is a collection of the ultimate in Fauchon
gourmet foods and specialties that will fill your pantry and
delight palette throughout the holidays and well into 2005.
The gift collection includes the absolute best of what
Fauchon has to offer including three types of foie gras;
truffles; fresh chocolates; cookies; biscuits; Fauchon’s famous
Marron Glacé (candied chestnuts), Madeleines, bon bons,
caramels, fruit confit; a dozen of Fauchon’s renowned teas;
Fauchon Blend coffee; a half dozen of Fauchon’s celebrated
preserves; three ready-to-serve classic French bistro dishes
including Duck a L’Orange, Cassoulet, and Duck Confit;
extraordinary condiments and ingredients including a
collection of 20 spices, Fleur de Sel (sea salt) from
Noirmoutier, three types of mustards, Extra Virgin Olive Oil,
25 year Aged Balsamic Vinegar, and five other types of gourmet
vinegars. This complete collection of gourmet delicacies will
bring you gourmet pleasure throughout the year.

Price: $2500

Contact 

Zeina Sayegh
718.752.1240 extension 231 
zeina.sayegh@fauchon.com
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Bernardaud

Bernardaud, founded in 1863, is the only remaining family-
owned company in Limoges still practicing the traditional
art of hand-made French porcelain. Now led by Michel
Bernardaud of the fifth generation, the company has maintained
a tradition of visionary style and a passion for the finest
porcelain. For over 140 years, Bernardaud porcelain has been
found on the finest tables throughout the world serving
royalty and heads of state and is found in many of the world’s
finest restaurants such as Le Cirque, Jean-Georges, and
Daniel. Bernardaud continues to feature the artistry of
world-renowned designers such as Olivier Gagnère, Jacques
Garcia, and Hervé van der Straeten.

Personalized Cobalt and Gold Incrustation Service

The traditional art of incrustation is the most complex
decoration technique for Limoges porcelain. Incrustation
involves the application and fusing of cobalt and gold into
the porcelain thus creating an extraordinary and timeless
beauty. It is the most difficult of all the decorative operations
and requires the most savoir-faire and advanced techniques.
Each piece is carefully crafted by hand with the production of
a complete set requiring hundreds of hours of detailed work.

The most renowned and beautiful pattern of gold and cobalt
incrustation is called Beaugency. Its gold foliage and the lily
motif on a cobalt blue background evokes the golden century
of the Loire Valley and its magnificent chateaux. As a special
service for NetJets Owners, Bernardaud is pleased to offer
the service of personalizing this exquisite set with your
monogram, just as they have done for many royal families.

The complete service is comprised of 81 pieces: twelve five-
piece place settings, twelve dessert plates, one coffee pot,
one creamer, one sugar bowl, one 11" oval platter, one 13"
oval platter, one gravy boat, one open vegetable dish, one
salad bowl, and one tart platter.

In order to fully appreciate the quality and craftsmanship,
Michel Bernardaud and his team of artisans are happy to
invite you to visit the Bernardaud Manufacture and Museum
in Limoges, France. You will receive a personal tour of the
factory and museum and Michel Bernardaud will be pleased
to invite you and a guest for dinner. The visit to be arranged
at a mutually convenient time.

Price: $200,000

Contact

Christina Pami
212.696.2433 extension 22
cpami@bernardaudna.com
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Judith Leiber 

Born in Budapest, Hungary, Judith Leiber learned the craft
of hand bag making as a young artisan. During World War
II, she met and married Gerson Leiber, an American GI
stationed in Budapest. After immigrating to the United
States in 1948, she apprenticed for various American hand
bag manufacturers until 1963 when she and her husband
founded their own company. Her legacy of fine craftsmanship
continues with Judith Leiber products still made in the
United  States. Judith Leiber accessories are infused with
elements of sophistication, style and whimsy. Judith Leiber
creations have always been more art than fashion, a factor
that has undoubtedly led to their enduring popularity.

The Astor Collection

Judith Leiber, the American couture house, takes customization
to new heights with a vintage-inspired collection of ultimate
luxe alligator handbags. The collection celebrates the opulent
heritage of Judith Leiber’s new Madison Avenue flagship
store, housed in a building built by real estate tycoon John
Jacob Astor. 

The collection consists of a clutch with detachable shoulder
strap, a top handle handbag, and a tote bag with center zip.
All three silhouettes are available in the most exquisite
alligator in black, brown, blush, plum, goldenrod, or red.
Customization is elevated to greater heights with a choice of
closures including your two personalized initials in block
letters on a plaque in sterling silver or vermeil (gold over
sterling silver), ombre crystal, or leather inlay plaques that
coordinate with the selection of skins. 

Price: from $4395 to $7595

Contact

Carol Borota
404.869.7694
carolb@judithleiber.com
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Audemars Piguet

Since 1875, in the village of Le Brassus at the heart of the
Vallée de Joux in the Swiss Jura region, Audemars Piguet has
been creating and marketing under its own name a range of
Haute Horlogerie watches, particularly complex models.
Representing a rarity in the sector, the company is the
world’s oldest manufacture still in the hands of the founding
families. The great-grandchildren of the two founders, Jules-
Louis Audemars and Edward-Auguste Piguet, ensure the
continuity of a legacy based on age-old know-how and three
fundamental values: tradition, excellence, and innovation. 

Jules Audemars Equation of Time

With the Jules Audemars Equation of Time watch, Audemars
Piguet’s master watchmakers have worked their magic,
bringing the sun and the moon’s celestial choreography
directly to your wrist.

For the first time ever, a wrist-worn timepiece provides
running information of the travels of our sun and moon.The
Equation of Time watch features a pair of sub-dials showing
the time of both sunrise and sunset customized to a single
location plus a perpetual calendar with astronomical moon,
displaying leap years with no manual correction needed until
2100. This exceptional timepiece incorporates an equation of
time indicator showing the difference between the true noon
(when the sun is at its zenith) and the mean time, calibrated
to a single location. The bezel shows the equation of time
graduations, the solar culmination time corresponding to the
city of reference for the equation of time and for sunrise and
sunset times.

This ground-breaking timepiece carries on Audemars Piguet’s
traditions of inventive, innovative horology. Improving on
the technical characteristics of historic designs and combining
them for the first time in a wristwatch ranks as a technical
accomplishment of the first order – only Audemars Piguet
makes it. This truly exceptional timepiece is available in
white, yellow, and pink gold with different dial options as well
as in a skeletonized version and platinum case. All with sapphire
back, exposing the intricacies of the 423-part movement.

Price: Yellow Gold $68,000 
Pink Gold $68,500
White Gold $69,500 
Platinum (Skeletonized) $105,500

Contact 

William Deuel
212.688.6644
wdeuel@audemarspiguetusa.com



Baccarat

The story of Baccarat, a name synonymous with the world’s
premier handcrafted luxury crystal, began in 1764 in a small
village of the same name in the northeast region of France.
As manufacturers of the finest quality lead crystal and the
creators of the most innovative designs, Baccarat’s reputation
quickly became established as the world’s premiere
manufacturer, and Baccarat was appointed purveyor to many 
of the royal courts of Europe. Surviving multiple invasions
from neighboring Germany and two world wars, the crystal
company has endured by preserving its standards of quality
and constantly challenging emerging designers and craftsmen
to create innovative products and novel designs to keep up
with the changing trends.

Zenith 24 Light Black Crystal Chandelier

Baccarat’s latest masterpiece is the Zenith 24 Light Black
Crystal Chandelier with black silk shades originally
envisioned by Philippe Starck as the centerpiece for the
dining salon at the new Maison Baccarat in Paris. This work
of art is being made available as a special offer for NetJets
Owners. Included in the purchase of the Zenith 24 Light
Black Crystal Chandelier is an invitation to Paris to visit the
Maison Baccarat. We will arrange for three night’s luxury
accommodations for two at the Hotel Crillon in Paris. During
your stay, we will invite you for lunch or dinner in the
Philippe Starck-designed Baccarat Crystal Room and arrange 
a private tour of the Baccarat Gallery-Museum. Experience
first-hand why for over two centuries Baccarat has been “the
king of crystal and the crystal of kings.” Accommodations
and visit must be scheduled within 12 months of purchase.

Price: $77,752

Contact 

Andrea Berta
212.826.4130 extension 106
andrea.berta@baccarat.fr
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Zachys Wine & Liquor

Founded in 1944 by Zachy Zacharia, East Parkway Wine and
Liquor House, later to become Zachys, was a small neighborhood
store in Scarsdale, ny. In 1961, under the leadership and vision
of Don Zacharia, Zachy’s only son, the business began a
transformation from a wine and liquor business to the fine wine
industry. Don was instrumental in exposing the great houses of
Bordeaux and Burgundy to the United States consumer, along
with cultivating the growth and acceptance of Italian wines
beyond the stereotypical straw basket of Chianti. His vision was
not only international as he was among the first to sell and
support the one time small growers of California that have since
developed into industry giants. Today, Zachys is still a family
business that goes to great lengths to offer only the highest quality
wines from throughout the world. Their relationships with the
great Chateaux of France, Villas of Italy, and Bodegas of Spain, as
well as this country’s premier wineries of the Napa and Sonoma
valleys enable them to offer vintage selections no one else can.

Custom Collection of the World’s Finest Wines

As a special service to NetJets Owners, Zachys is offering to
create a customized collection of the finest wines in the world
to suit your needs and tastes. Zachys will draw from its
relationships built over decades to assemble and provide you
with one of the finest and rarest collections of wines imaginable.
They have the ability to access library reserves of wines still at
estates, pre-World War II Bordeaux collections, and many wines
that are no longer available in the retail market. All custom
collections will involve a personal interview with you and an
evaluation of your wine preferences. The Zachys team will
travel to your home to assess your current cellar and cater this
collection to perfectly fit your needs. They can build upon and
compliment your existing collection or help you to establish the
best of the best from scratch. This custom collection will
include many of the marquis estates from the finest wine regions
of the world such as vintage Champagnes from Dom Perignon
and Louis Roederer Cristal; the most sought after Burgundys
from estates such as Domaine De La Romanee Conti, Roumier,
and Domaine Dujac; the finest First Growth Bordeaux’s
including Chateau Petrus, Chateaux Margaux, and Chateau
Lafite Rothschild; the finest producers of Italian Piedmont and
Tuscany wines such as Angelo Gaja and Elio Altare; and, 
of course, the most impossible to find California wines from
estates like Harlan, Screaming Eagle, and Kistler.

Price: $100,000 (minimum purchase commitment)

Contact

David Sutro
914.874.8011
dsutro@zachys.com  3 page 19



Chopard 

There are few jewelers in the world whose designs are
immediately recognizable. At the forefront of that list is
Chopard. For over 140 years, the World of Chopard has
embraced elegance, originality, and individuality. Renowned
internationally for its award-winning Happy Diamonds
creations, the Chopard collection also includes an array of
designs that adorn celebrities around the world. Meticulously
crafted in Geneva, Switzerland since 1860, Chopard has
distinguished itself worldwide for luxurious jewels and
impeccably crafted, high-precision timepieces.

Super Ice Cube Watch

A tribute to elegance, the Ice Cube Collection is a dazzling
creation by the House of Chopard. Fashioned after an ice
cube, this exquisite collection uses diamonds to represent
pure shape and simplicity as well as geometric perfection.
The Ice Cube Collection is a composition of brilliant-cut
diamond squares that embodies the imaginative design and
sophistication that is synonymous with Chopard. 

The Super Ice Cube watch features 304 square cut diamonds
and 1,897 pavé diamonds for a resounding 66.16 carats. 

Price: $1,130,620

Contact

Anja Vacca
212.821.0315
avacca@chopard.com
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Grey Flannel Auctions

Grey Flannel Auctions of Great Neck, ny is the leading
seller and authenticator of game used uniforms and
equipment. It is the official authenticator for the Naismith
Basketball Hall of Fame in Springfield, ma and has handled
memorabilia from the estates of such sports notables as
“Pistol Pete” Maravich, Elston Howard, and Otto Graham.
Its next auction in November 2004, the Fall Classic 2004,
will feature the greatest collection of game worn jerseys ever
offered in a single event. 

Babe Ruth’s Authentic Original 1930 Uniform

Once in a lifetime, an opportunity arises not only to own but
to save from possible extinction the “Holy Grail” of sports
memorabilia. Grey Flannel Auctions proudly offers, exclusively
to NetJets Owners, George Herman “Babe” Ruth’s 1930
New York Yankees full grey flannel road uniform. The uniform
has resided in the Babe Ruth Museum in Baltimore, md for
the past five years. In the past, many of the uniforms of
baseball’s greatest stars, including Ruth’s 1925 Yankees home
pinstripe and Jackie Robinson’s 1947 Brooklyn Dodgers
rookie uniform, have been purchased at auction by the trading
card companies and cut into small pieces for insertion in
trading card packs which sell for premium prices. 

This uniform is one of the first Ruth ever wore in which his
team name and famous number 3 appear. The number 3 was
given to Babe because it represented his position in the
Yankees “murderer’s row” batting order. The shirt has the
name “new york” stitched across the chest and the number
“3” sewn on the back in navy blue felt. Stitched inside the
collar of the shirt in red is the inscription “Ruth G.H.” and
the waistband of the trousers has the name “Babe Ruth”
stitched in red. The pants also feature drawstring holes so
the portly Babe could tightly draw in his waist. There will
never be another Babe Ruth or another Babe Ruth full
Yankee uniform for sale. This is the finest piece of sports
history in existence.

Price: $750,000

Contact

Richard Russek
516.466.5533
gfcsports@aol.com
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Loro Piana

Ever since 1812, Loro Piana, a six generation privately
owned family business, has focused on the production of
fabrics made from the most precious fibers in the world.
Loro Piana has embarked on a 40 year quest to offer one of
the rarest and finest of all fibers – Vicuña. The ultimate
luxury fiber, Vicuña is much more precious than cashmere
and is considered one of the world’s finest natural fibers. The
silky fleece obtained from the Vicuña, an animal which lives
at 15,000 feet on the Andean plains in Peru and is a member
of the Camelidae family, is known as “the princess of the
Andes.” During Inca rule, it was known as “the fiber of Gods”
because only members of the royal family could own it. 

This exceptional animal was unfortunately brought to the
brink of extinction some forty years ago due to indiscriminate
hunting. The original Vicuña population, which had once
numbered over a million, had dropped to as low as 5000 by
the early sixties and the Vicuña was facing extinction. At that
time, the Vicuña became a protected species and no hunting
or shearing was permitted by the Peruvian government. Loro
Piana led a consortium that worked closely with the Peruvian
government to save the species for the next thirty years.
These efforts were successful and today the Vicuña population
numbers approximately 200,000. In 1994, the Peruvian
government honored Loro Piana for its efforts by allowing
the consortium led by Loro Piana to begin shearing these
rare Vicuña once a year. For this reason, each Vicuña garment
from Loro Piana contains the Vicuña label with the
designation “Legally Sheared.”

Vicuña Icer Coats

Vicuña is everything that a fabric can be. Its extraordinary
fineness (12 astonishing microns as opposed to the 15 microns
of cashmere) makes the cloth light in weight but provides
tremendous warmth and a surprisingly supple softness. Owners
of a Vicuña garment “Made by Loro Piana” will experience the
tactile and visual pleasure of wearing the softest, most luxurious
and elegant fabric in the world.  Additionally, they will have the
personal satisfaction of knowing that no Vicuñas have been
endangered or harmed in any way in the production of the product.

Price: Men’s Icer Coat® Vicuña Storm System® with Mink 
Lining $27,500 Available in vicuña, navy, and black
Ladies’ Icer® Vicuña Storm System® with Chinchilla 
neck $12,600 Available in vicuña, navy, and black

Contact

Clay Martin
646.422.0934
clay.martin@loropianany.com
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Mirabella Yachts

In 1991, Joe and Luciana Vittoria launched what was to be,
for several years, one of the largest sloops in the world – a 40
meter/131 foot beauty designed by Bruce Farr which they
christened Mirabella. A few years later, a 41 meter/135 foot
sister yacht, Mirabella III, was built. The eventual addition of
a Grumman Amphibious aircraft formed a unique and
magnificent group available for charter and serving the most
discerning clientele in the Mediterranean and the Caribbean.
In 1997, Joe had a vision and dream to create an even larger
sailing yacht. After four years of development and three years
of construction, Mirabella V was launched earlier this
summer as the largest single masted sailing yacht in the world.

Mirabella V

At 247 feet (75 meters), Mirabella V, designed by Ron Holland,
noted designer of large sailing yachts, is the world’s largest
single masted sailing yacht by a significant margin. It is the
biggest composite ship ever built and, with a mast 290 feet high
and 36,000 square feet of sail, she is truly an engineering
marvel. Serviced by a multinational, hand picked crew of 13,
Mirabella V features a full beam main suite with separate
dressing areas and bathrooms. In addition, six beautifully
appointed staterooms are available which can accommodate up
to twelve guests. Each stateroom has large windows, full size
en-suite bathrooms, satellite tv, dvd, and complete audio
systems. Dining is available on the skydeck, the covered cockpit,
or, more formally, in the main dining room which is capable of
seating any number of guests from 12 to 20. After dinner, view
a film under the stars on her large projection screen complete
with full surround sound wireless headphones. A 20 person
Jacuzzi and a dip pool are located on the foredeck. There is
also a gym and sauna. In addition to her 29 foot Hinckley
tender, her 'toys' include snorkeling, scuba diving, and water
skiing equipment, four Laser dinghies, personal watercraft,
kayaks, and remote control models of Mirabella V. As Joe
Vittoria says, “To be able to move through the water in comfort
at motor yacht speed without the noise and vibration of engines
is a unique and glorious experience.” 

Price: Weekly Charters include yacht, crew, and insurance – 
all other expenses extra.
Mirabella: $65,000 – 10 guests, 7 crew
Mirabella III: $70,000 – 10 guests, 7 crew
Mirabella V: $250,000 – 12 guests, 13 crew

Contact

Jacqui Beadon
011 33 493 01 86 71
jbeadon@mirabellayachts.com
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Aurora Gems

Aurora Gems has specialized in natural colored diamonds for
the past 20 years and supplies ultra rare natural colored
diamonds to many of the world’s most well known jewelers.
The Aurora Collection of 260 different natural fancy colored
diamonds has been on permanent display in the American
Museum of Natural History in New York since 1989. Aurora
Gems’ founder and curator of the collection, Alan Bronstein,
is recognized as a world class expert on natural colored
diamonds. His book, Forever Brilliant, is a definitive source
used by collectors, dealers, and retailers throughout the world.

The rarity and appreciation value of natural colored diamonds
has become increasingly apparent on the global market.
Recent auctions in New York, Geneva, and Hong Kong have
shown that the rarest and highest quality white diamonds will
command prices as high as $70,000 per carat. In contrast, the
rarest natural colored diamonds can command prices in excess
of $1 million per carat. The most exclusive stones rarely, if
ever, enter the public market. Instead they are discreetly
offered to the finest jewelers and collectors. Aurora occasionally
sources fancy colored diamonds directly for discerning clients
and is pleased to offer this same service to NetJets Owners
upon request. In order to learn more about natural colored
diamonds, Mr. Bronstein has offered to provide a copy of his
book, Forever Brilliant, to NetJets Owners upon request.

Rare Chameleon Color Change Diamond

One of the rarest types of natural colored diamonds is a
chameleon diamond, which actually changes color. A
chameleon diamond will turn yellow when left in darkness 
or slightly heated. Once exposed to light or cooled to room
temperature, it changes to a deep olive-green color. Chameleon
diamonds are extremely rare. Large chameleon diamonds
over four carats are exceedingly rare. The last significant
known Gray-Yellowish-Green chameleon diamond to be sold
at auction was a 4.41 carat gem which was sold by Christie’s
in Hong Kong in 2001 for $242,550. Aurora has in its
current collection a brilliant pear shaped 6.15 carat Gray-
Yellowish-Green chameleon diamond. This one-of-a-kind,
exceptional stone is offered exclusively to NetJets Owners. 

Price: $375,000

Contact

Alan Bronstein 
212.355.1480
alan@auroragems.com
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Steinway & Sons

Steinway & Sons was founded in 1853 by German immigrant
Henry Engelhard Steinway in a Manhattan loft on Varick
Street. Henry was a master cabinetmaker who built his first
piano in the kitchen of his Seesen, Germany, home. By the time
Henry established Steinway & Sons, he had built 482 pianos.
The first piano produced by the company, number 483, was sold
to a New York family for $500. Over the next forty years, Henry
and his five sons developed the modern piano. The company
gained international recognition in 1867 at the Paris Exhibition
when it was awarded the prestigious Grand Gold Medal of
Honor for excellence in manufacturing and engineering. It was
the first time an American company had received this award.
Steinway pianos quickly became the piano of choice for many
members of royal families and won the respect and admiration
of the world’s great pianists. Today, Steinway & Sons crafts
approximately 5000 pianos a year worldwide. More than 1300
prominent concert artists and ensembles across the world bear
the title Steinway Artist. No artist or ensemble is a paid
endorser of the piano. Each Steinway Artist owns a Steinway
and has chosen to perform on the Steinway piano. In North
America, artists may select a Steinway for concert performances
from the company's unique “piano bank,” an inventory of more
than 300 pianos valued at over $15 million.

Steuben Glass Art-Case

This decorative masterpiece of 6 feet 10 inches celebrates a
momentous year in the history of two world-renowned
American companies: the 150th Anniversary of Steinway & Sons
and the 100th Anniversary of Steuben. Reflecting a shared
commitment to craftsmanship and innovation, this exquisite
instrument combines the finest in both piano and glass making
artistry. The most distinctive design details of Steuben Glass
include brilliant, 100% clear crystal in the legs, top stick, music
desk, and bench, as well as an elegant Aubergine colored
lacquer finish. Other parts feature mirror backing to enhance
the piano's beautiful reflective qualities. Since 1903, Steuben
has been the preeminent maker of the world's most exquisite
glass designs. Founded by English glassmaker Frederick
Carder and acquired by Corning Glass Works in 1918, the
company soon revolutionized the art glass industry with the
introduction of clear crystal. Today, this unique material is still
unparalleled for its brilliance, surface finish and clarity helping
to make this Steinway a truly unique and special piano.

Price: $255,000

Contact

Leo Spellman
718.721.2600
lspellman@steinway.com 3 page 31



Tiger Woods Learning Center

Construction is underway for the 35,000-square-foot Tiger
Woods Learning Center in Anaheim, CA. Scheduled to open
in the spring of 2005, the Tiger Woods Learning Center will
take young people beyond the classroom and change the role
of education in their world. Programs in math, science, and
language arts will allow students to make the connection
between an education and a bright future. The $25 million
facility will house seven classrooms, a computer lab, a multi-
media center, a student lounge, a 250-seat auditorium, and a café.

Tiger Woods Replica Player Package

Nike Golf and the Tiger Woods Foundation have teamed up
to create a limited edition Tiger Woods Player Package
exclusively for NetJets Owners with proceeds to benefit the
Tiger Woods Foundation. NetJets Owners have the unique
opportunity to own the set of equipment Tiger uses on tour
and make a difference in the lives of millions of children by
supporting the Tiger Woods Learning Center. 

Only 100 of these packages are
available. Each package
includes all the Nike golf
equipment Tiger plays with on
tour, in his exact specs: Buick
golf staff bag (an exact replica
of Tiger’s Tour bag with
Tiger’s embroidered
signature), Ignite Driver with
a replica of Tiger’s headcover,

Forged Blade Irons, tw wedges, and two dozen of Tiger’s
golf balls with tiger stamped on them. 

Each donor will receive recognition from the Tiger Woods
Foundation with a personalized signed letter from Tiger
(suitable for framing) thanking you for your donation, a
commemorative stone for life at the Tiger Woods Learning
Center, and an invitation to the Tiger Woods Learning
Center’s dedication to be held in the fall of 2005. In addition,
$2500 of each purchase is a tax deductible contribution to
the Tiger Woods Foundation. Please allow four weeks for
delivery. All purchases received by November 24 will be
delivered prior to December 25. Your personalized thank you
letter will be delivered in early 2005, separately from the golf
equipment. Limit one package per NetJets Owner.

Price: $5000

Contact

Tom Kellogg
401.438.0650
tkellogg@parsonskellogg.com 3 page 33



After-School All-Stars

Inspired by his vision that all children need safe, meaningful
after-school programs, California Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger founded After-School All-Stars in 1994. It has
since grown to become the country's leading provider of after-
school programs for middle-school children. All funds raised
by the foundation support educational, sports, and cultural
programs for at-risk children throughout the country. After-
School All-Stars is a tax-exempt organization under Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

Governor Schwarzenegger – HUMMER Collection 

We are pleased to offer a selection of limited edition
irreplaceable items from Arnold Schwarzenegger, known
worldwide for his athletic, entertainment, and political
leadership, to benefit After-School All-Stars. Selected by the
Governor himself, the items in this package are some of
Arnold’s personal favorites:

3 2005 HUMMER SUV – featuring a plaque signed by
Arnold Schwarzenegger (Lux series, color of your choice) 

3 Audemars Piguet Terminator 3 Watch – one of 20
prototypes from the movie engraved with “Especially
made for Arnold Schwarzenegger”

3 Terminator 3 Humidor – a limited edition and hand crafted
humidor by Daniel Marshall – signed by Arnold Schwarzenegger

3 Terminator 3 Leather Jacket – a numbered (one of 40)
limited edition leather jacket, from the movie Terminator 3
– signed by Arnold Schwarzenegger

Price: $100,000

Contact

Ben Paul
310.275.3232
ben@afterschoolallstars.org
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Christofle

Ever since its creation in 1830, Christofle has been found 
on the finest tables throughout the world. As the official
purveyor of King Louis-Philippe and the Emperor Napoleon
of France, Christofle has furnished silverware to prestigious
clients throughout the world for more than 170 years
without ever compromising its reputation for excellence.
Always faithful to its founder’s motto – “just one quality, the
best” – Christofle has been the legendary tableware of choice
for generations of families, embassies, luxury hotels, and
corporate dining rooms including the Ritz Hotel in Paris, Le
Cirque in New York, and the Orient Express.

Today, Christofle brings together the know-how of past
generations and modern techniques, blending quality
craftsmanship with the most advanced technology to offer
luxury products and services that epitomize l’art de vivre.
With its complete range of silver, porcelain, crystal, and gifts,
Christofle continuously celebrates the art of living well.

Renaissance Privilege Sterling Silver Service for 12

Renaissance flatware is an intricate sterling silver pattern
inspired by the sixteenth century Renaissance style. This
model is Christofle’s most finely crafted, requiring the use of
several silversmith techniques. The attention to detail and
the quality craftsmanship make this handmade flatware one
of the most prestigious and desired models in the Christofle
collection. For the ultimate dining experience, Christofle has
created a beautiful, 182-piece Renaissance set presented in
two custom cherry wood boxes. As this set is entirely made 
to order and made by hand, please allow a minimum twelve
weeks for production and delivery. 

Price: $100,000

Contact

Gretchen Dickenson
212.308.9390
g.dickenson@christofle.com
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Lana Marks

During a visit to her Palm Beach vacation home in the
summer of 1984, Lana Marks was hoping to find an exotic
leather handbag to match a red couture suit she planned to
wear to a party on board Queen Elizabeth II's yacht, Brittania,
to celebrate the Queen’s birthday. Unable to find a suitable
handbag, it occurred to her that other women probably had
similar needs. With her background in international business,
tennis, and ballet and her fervor for fashion, Lana Marks set
out to design high end fashion handbags in dazzling colors
and styles. After two years of exhaustive research in Europe,
a hot pink alligator lunchbox was launched under the lana
marks label. Over the past 15 years, Lana Marks has become
the designer of choice for A list Hollywood, Royalty, and
High Society. Two of her iconic handbags are the Princess
Diana Handbag designed for her beloved friend the late
Princess of Wales and her legendary Cleopatra Clutch worn
by Oscar winner Charlize Theron at the 2004 Academy
Awards® and Emmy Award® winner Sarah Jessica Parker at
the 2003 Emmy Awards. Today, the Lana Marks Collection
comprises 150 designs to cater to every customer lifestyle in
100 dazzling colors, in alligator, ostrich, crocodile, and lizard.
Hand crafted by the finest Italian artisans, these handbags are
recognizable for their fusion of beauty, form, and function.

Jet Tote

The Lana Marks Jet Tote, shown in blue jeans ostrich, is
available in 100 colors. It is the ultimate tote for that special
event and for jetting. Two outside sleek compartments close
automatically with magnetic closures and are ideal for holding
passports, business papers, and charity luncheon invitations.
Cell phone and glasses fit inside in separate compartments
and the "crown jewels" are kept safe in the large roomy
middle zippered compartment. The creation is complete with
a signature logo shield on zipper fob with 24 carat over brass
gold feet. The jet tote is available in three sizes: as a luxurious
handbag to the ultimate travel weekender.

Price: Jet Tote $5950
Large Jet Tote $6850
Weekender $7500

Contact

Lucille Luongo 
212.355.6135
LanaJMarks@hotmail.com
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Audemars Piguet

Since 1875, in the village of Le Brassus at the heart of the
Vallée de Joux in the Swiss Jura region, Audemars Piguet has
been creating and marketing under its own name a range of
Haute Horlogerie watches. The company is the world’s oldest
manufacture still in the hands of the founding families, ensuring
the continuity of a legacy based on three fundamental values:
tradition, excellence, and innovation. While the dynamism
and daring of Audemars Piguet’s horological creativity have
always been expressed through exceptional watches, they are
also enshrined in one-of-a-kind jewelry models. 

Haute Joaillerie Rubies and Diamonds

Each year Audemars Piguet creates a few one-of-a-kind pieces.
Only two such Haute Joaillerie sets were manufactured this
year, one of which is shown here. At the heart of a poetic
interwoven pattern of diamonds dotted with rubies lies the
dial of an infinitely delicate watch. Around a perfect diamond-
pavé square adorned with four rubies are slender diamond-
pavé stems ending in exceptionally limpid teardrop-shaped
Burmese rubies forming an exquisite bracelet resembling an
armful of flowers. This exceptional jewelry watch is
accompanied by earrings which mirror the precious web
intertwined around two teardrop-shaped rubies and a ring with
a bouquet of diamonds and a magnificent cushion-shaped ruby.

The bracelet watch is made of 18-karat white gold and has
2,102 brilliant-cut diamonds (9.93 carats), 47 navette-cut
diamonds (20.61 carats), 37 teardrop-shaped rubies (38.15
carats), and four ruby hour-markers. The earrings, made of
18-karat white gold, are set with 445 brilliant-cut diamonds
(1.81 carats), 6 navette-cut diamonds (2.61 carats), and 4
teardrop-shaped rubies (4.92 carats). The ring is 18-karat
white gold with 182 brilliant-cut diamonds (0.87 carats) and 3
navette-cut diamonds (1.10 carats) surrounding a cushion-
shaped ruby (3.05 carats).

These pieces cannot be replicated as their exceptional design
stems from the uniqueness of the set of stones. In case this
set has been sold at the time of your call, we will be pleased
to invite you to an exclusive preview of other one-of-a-kind
creations or customize an exceptional set for you.

Price: $1,150,000

Contact

William Deuel
212.644.6688
wdeuel@audemarspiguetusa.com
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The Wakaya Club

Soaring cliffs. Primeval forests. White crescent beaches.
Endless blue water. The Wakaya Club presents the South
Pacific at its most pristine. Located on a private 2200-acre
island, this exclusive resort offers every amenity imaginable,
including 12 staff members to each guest couple, private
beaches, gourmet cuisine, ocean view golf, state-of-the-art
fitness center, breathtaking scuba and snorkeling, and much
more. Wakaya is the perfect retreat for the body, soul, and mind. 

Vale O

Vale O, or “House in the Clouds,” is the island home of
David and Jill Gilmour, owners of The Wakaya Club and
Wakaya Island. The 12,000 square foot villa, said to be the
finest in the South Pacific, is available to guests as a “limited
edition” experience. Overlooking the Koro Sea and Homestead
Bay, Vale O superbly melds western comfort with eastern
serenity, showcasing the beauty of the island and the art and
culture of the South Pacific. The house has wraparound
decks with unforgettable views, a cliffside swimming pool
with Jacuzzi, a lighted tennis court, and an air-conditioned
exercise room. Vale O has a master bedroom and two-
bedroom guest pavilion, each with its own bath. 

The complete package includes private round-trip air
transfers from Nadi International Airport to Wakaya Island;
seven nights for one, two, or three couples; a personal chef
and all gourmet meals and beverages; a household staff of six
including an on-call driver; one complimentary massage per
person; champagne and lobster picnics on your own private
beach; two scuba tank dives per person per day plus unlimited
use of all other sporting facilities including 9-hole golf,
tennis, snorkeling, sea kayaking, state-of-the-art fitness
center, glass bottom boat excursions, bocci, boules, billiards,
championship croquet, and hand-line fishing. 

Restrictions: Vale O accommodations are subject to availability
and are not available July 1 – August 31 or December 20 –
January 4. Package offer expires March 31, 2006. Children
under 16 years of age are not permitted. Reservations must
be booked directly with The Wakaya Club.

Price: $54,000 

Contact

Audrey Embs
970.927.2044 extension 105
audrey@wakaya.com 
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Cartier 

The House of Cartier has been synonymous with luxury and
extraordinary jewels for over 150 years. Founded in 1847, the
House of Cartier has long been identified with quality,
craftsmanship, prestige, and history and has served as crown
jeweler to 19 royal houses. Today, Cartier is one of the
world’s leading luxury goods companies, designing and
manufacturing a broad range of luxury products including
jewelry, watches, eyewear, fragrance, writing instruments,
lighters, leather goods, and scarves. 

Tiger Mystery Clock

The Mystery Clock is one of Cartier’s famous creations. As
its name suggests, the workings of the Mystery Clock remain
a secret closely guarded by Cartier. The hands seem to float
in space without any visible connection to the movement,
fascinating all who view them. This one-of-a kind Cartier
Mystery Clock features an 18 carat yellow gold tiger
accented with white and colored diamonds, black onyx
stripes, and emerald eyes. The regal tiger is perched upon a
column of rock crystal on an 18 carat yellow gold base.
Roman numerals are created from emeralds. The Cartier
Tiger Mystery Clock is a timeless collectable. The clock
measures 25 centimeters high (about 10 inches) by 12
centimeters wide (about 6 inches) and weighs 12 kilos (over
26 pounds).

Price: $1,200,000

Contact

Cynthia Fiske
212.446.3447
NetJets@Cartier.com
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Petrossian

At the beginning of the 19th century, Lazare Mailoff was a
sturgeon fisherman in the Caspian Sea. At that time, only the
sturgeon’s skin was sought after for use as leather. The
fishermen kept the eggs for their personal consumption and
added salt to preserve them. Lazare Mailoff noticed that these
sturgeon eggs were a real delicacy, and he began to work on
preservation and finishing techniques – thus caviar was born.
He passed on his knowledge to his son Elie. In 1920,
Mouchegh and Melkoum Petrossian, Armenians from the
Caucase region, fled the Russian revolution and arrived in
France. A chance encounter between Mouchegh and Elie’s
daughter eventually led to their marriage. The couple settled
in Paris and the two Petrossian brothers soon began to import
caviar from Russia and sell it under the Petrossian name.
Much has changed in the world since 1920, but one constant
remains: the quality of Petrossian Caviar. Now, as in 1920,
members of the Petrossian family personally choose, on site,
the very best of the fresh, high quality caviar produced in the
Caspian Sea during each catch, overseeing its processing and
aging to ensure the nurturing of its distinctive subtleties. To
taste Petrossian’s Persicus, Stellatus, Beluga, Ossetra, and
Sevruga is to experience the same joy and excitement as their
very first customers, the exiled Russian Aristocracy. 

Imperial Special Reserve Persicus Caviar

Over the past century, Petrossian has perfected the skills
required to turn superior caviar into something truly
sublime. Such is the case with the extraordinary Imperial
Special Reserve Persicus. At this year’s Iranian harvest,
Petrossian came across an excellent grade of caviar from the
Persian Sturgeon. Through careful selection, aging, and
processing, they have created a caviar that rivals – and some
say surpasses – the very best Russian Beluga. Quantities of
this extraordinary caviar are very limited, connoisseurs are
encouraged to place orders early. 

Extremely rare, available for the first time – and let us hope
not the last – exclusively from Petrossian. This Iranian caviar
is noted for its unique color and rich, smooth yet complex
flavor that is simply in a class by itself. 

Price: 125 grams $685
375 grams $2025
1 kilogram $5400

Contact

Lindsey Pehrson
212.337.0808 extension 320
lindsey.pehrson@petrossian.com
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Loro Piana

Ever since 1812, Loro Piana, a six generation privately owned
family business, has focused on the production of the most
precious fibers in the world. The single mission of Loro
Piana is to continually provide uncompromising quality to
the luxury good sector, and the company seeks out the finest
quality fibers in the most remote places throughout the world.
Whether it be the finest cashmere from Mongolia, the world’s
most expensive wool from Australia, or one of the rarest and
finest of all, the Vicuña, from Peru.

Custom Sweater Program

In order to meet the needs of the world’s most sophisticated
and demanding customers, Loro Piana is now proud to
announce a unique service: The Custom Sweater Program.
Any size sweater can be produced in one, two, or three ply
cashmere within a wide range of twenty-two colors.

Customers are able to choose among classic crewnecks, V-
Necks, Gilets, or Polo styles as well as turtlenecks. Bi-color
combinations are also available. The Loro Piana customized
sweaters include personalized features such as sleeve lengths
and body lengths and widths. For V-Neck sweaters, customers
will be able to select different depths of the neck.

For the ultimate luxury experience, Loro Piana`s Vicuña –
“The Fiber of Gods” – is offered on select sweater models.
Needless to say, this service is offered exclusively by Loro
Piana on a worldwide basis.

Price: Cashmere $750 to $1630 
Vicuna prices available upon request

Contact

Clay Martin
646.422.0934
clay.martin@loropianany.com
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21ST: Publishers of Fine Art Photography Books

21ST began in 1998 with the compelling belief that photography
is the great art of the 20th and 21st centuries. Combining this
contemporary sensibility with the centuries-old traditions of
fine book making, 21ST has produced what are universally
acknowledged as the most sophisticated and sumptuous
photographic art publications ever created.

Conceived as a limited edition publication for the discerning
collector of fine books and exquisite photography, the elegant
bindings, exacting craftsmanship, and excellence in design that
define each 21ST publication have made it a key acquisition in
many of the most important private collections, museums,
and rare book archives around the world.

The 21ST Master Collection – Limited Edition of 12 Sets 

The 21ST Master Collection allows connoisseurs the rare
opportunity to acquire one of the last remaining full sets 
of each of the handmade fine press books and portfolios
published by 21ST between 1998 and 2004.

These exceedingly rare sets are comprised of 14 oversized,
signed and numbered books in a diverse range of handmade
bindings in beautiful Japanese silks, fine Moroccan leathers,
rich gold leaf embossments and striking vellum spines, each
housed in its own matching portfolio case. These books are
illustrated with a total of 145 bound original prints from
many of the world’s most highly respected contemporary
photographers. The accompanying portfolios include 101
signed, hand-made platinum prints, silver photographs,
photogravures and radiant color tissue prints, each ready to
frame and display. An absolutely unique marriage of
photographic printmaking, exquisite poetry and prose, and
true artisanship that combine in fine press books without
equal anywhere in the world. Please note only three sets
remain available.

Price: $175,000

Contact

Lance Speer
585.473.7504
lspeer@frontiernet.net



QUALIA from Sony Cierge 

Born to pursue the highest expression of both art and
technology, qualia™ takes its name from the neuroscience
term for the emotional quality of sensory experiences,
describing the “what it’s like” aspect. What is it like to smell
a rose? What is it like to hear the ocean? qualia is dedicated
to creating products that take such experiences to entirely
new levels.

Sony engineers were given a simple charge: to quite literally
follow their dreams. If you could create a camera – any
camera, employing any design, any technologies, using any
materials, armed with all the time and resources you deem
necessary – what would that camera be like? It would be
much like qualia 016.

QUALIA 016

This extraordinary digital still camera was conceived of as an
instrument that would capture not just images, but rather
impressions, observations, points of view, feelings. The result
of recent advances in instrument packaging technology and
high-density memory, qualia 016 weighs two ounces,
measures less than three inches in length and employs an
extraordinarily compact, high-quality af lens system, as well
as a performance-driven ccd. The camera has been designed
so that it can be with you unnoticed and, when the spirit
moves you, instantly accessible.

qualia 016 is remarkable in and of itself, but it comes with a
comprehensive set of accessories, which extend the camera’s
wide range of capabilities. Included are remote control and
timed operations as well as both wide-angle and telephoto
lenses. The handsome, briefcase style carrying case, with
forged-zinc detailing, provides an elegant, convenient, and
safe home for the entire system. 

Price: $3900

Contact

Amy Berman
212.833.5213
amy.berman@am.sony.com
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Skip Barber Racing School

John “Skip” Barber, one of the few Americans to ever
contest Formula One, started racing in 1958 while studying
at Harvard University. In the mid-1960s, he won three scca
National Championships in a row. Later, he went on to win
consecutive Formula Ford National Championships (1969
and 1970), a record tied only recently. When his career
ended, Barber's racing energy was channeled towards
developing an affordable racing school. In 1975, with two
borrowed Lola Formula Fords and four students, Barber
started the Skip Barber Racing School. Skip Barber alumni
are a virtual Who’s Who of American and international
racing and include members of legendary driving families
such as the Andrettis, Unsers, and Pettys. World renowned
drivers such as Michael Andretti, Helio Castronoves, Jeff
Gordon, and Juan Pablo Montoya are all alumni of Skip
Barber. Today the Skip Barber Racing School is the world
leader in automotive education and entertainment, operating at
more than 20 race tracks across the United States and Canada.

Skip Barber – “Accelerated Experience”

The Skip Barber Racing School “Accelerated Experience” –
developed exclusively for NetJets Owners – consists of a four
program package designed to give you a comprehensive
driving and racing learning experience. Master the fundamentals
of racing in classroom and driving sessions using a potent
2.0 liter Formula Dodge racecar. Programs are offered at
legendary tracks such as Lime Rock Park in Lakeville, ct;
Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca in Monterey, ca; Daytona
International Speedway in Daytona, fl; Sebring International
Raceway in Sebring, fl; and Road America in Elkhart Lake, wi.
The four programs consist of a three day racing school, an
advanced two day racing school, a car control clinic, and a
lapping session. With this package, you may choose to do
these programs at any of the five locations listed (based on
program schedules). We encourage you to experience as
many of these legendary tracks as you can, but you are free to
choose just one or any combination of the tracks to complete
your four programs. The package includes your own
personalized racing suit and racing gloves (yours to keep).
The schools are structured to maximize fun and boost your
speed and confidence behind the wheel.

Price: $10,000

Contact

Andrew Torres
860.435.4117
atorres@skipbarber.com
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Participating Companies

We at NetJets have endeavored to provide you with a selection of items and
services from premier companies known for the quality of their offerings. Each
company included in the NetJets Lifestyles Portfolio has approved their images
and descriptions. NetJets cannot be responsible for any inaccuracies or omissions
or the failure of any product or service to meet your expectations. In any such
instance, your exclusive remedy will be with the individual company. Each
company has agreed to make their offer available until January 31, 2005. Please
ensure you clarify individual conditions of sale at the time of your purchase. 

If you have feedback on this program or if would like your company’s products or
services to be considered for NetJets Lifestyles, please contact your Account Vice
President or NetJets marketing at Lifestyles@netjets.com.




